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HANDBOOK for ASSESSORS
Part I. Using the TLM INGOTS competence assessment
and certification platform
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theinformation contained therein.

1. About TLM and the INGOTS family of qualifications
1.1 The Learning Machine Ltd
TLM is an awarding organisation accredited by Ofqual (The Office for Qualifications and
Examinations Regulation). It was set up by Ian Lynch and Rosemary Lynch as they
transitioned their business from supplying and supporting technology infrastructure to
schools to supporting qualifications and web based management systems. The key aims of
TLM are:
● To provide quality assurance for learning outcomes using regulated qualifications.
● To reduce direct costs in qualifications through economies of scale.
● To reduce indirect costs through the use of technology and better qualifications
design.
● To support higher attainment through assessment for learning that is manageable
and effective.
● To raise the professional status and competence of teachers in partnership with
them.
TLM is providing the technology and manages the qualifications which are the principal
focus of this European project, co-financed by the European Commission under the Lifelong
Learning Programme.
1.2 The INGOTS family of qualifications
The INGOTS family of qualifications are the flagship of TLM. INGOTS stands for
International Grades - Open Technologies and was created to support learning progression
and formal qualifications for IT users in the UK, but the model proved so successful that it
has become the source and inspiration of a number of similar qualification and assessment
models in the UK, the EU, and beyond. The INGOTS cover a large range of units at levels
Entry 1 to Level 3 (see 1.3 immediately below for information on qualification frameworks
and levels).
1.3 Qualifications frameworks
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a metaframework. It is designed for crossreferencing national frameworks across the EU. The INGOTs are based on the UK
Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) which is one of the first national frameworks
referenced to the EQF as follows:
● Entry 1 and 2 in the QCF have no corresponding EQF reference level, i.e. they are
below EQF Level 1
● Entry 3 in the QCF is referenced to EQF Level 1
● Level 1 in the QCF is referenced to EQF Level 2
● Level 2 in the QCF is referenced to EQF Level 3
● Level 3 in the QCF is referenced to EQF Level 4
The UK National Curriculum is a separate framework. It is unfortunate that there are several
different levelled systems but as this project is underpinned by qualifiications accredited in

the UK, we have to work with these so that there is clear understanding of the value of any
particular qualification in different contexts.
● QCF Entry level 1 is broadly equivalent to Level 1 in the English National Curriculum
● QCF Entry Level 2 is broadly equivalent to Level 2 in the English National Curriculum
● QCF Entry Level 3 is broadly equivalent to Level 3 in the English National Curriculum
● QCF Level 1 is broadly equivalent to Levels 4-5 in the English National Curriculum
● QCF Level 2 is broadly equivalent to Levels 6-10 in the English National Curriculum
and Grade B at GCSE
2. Assessment and certification process explained
Here is a summary of the assessment and certification process, which takes place entirely in
the online Markbook.
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Learners are registered with the system, allocated to groups, and an assessor is
assigned to each group.
Trained and certified assessors, which are part of a centre accredited by TLM, work
with their learners using structured lesson plans of their choosing and a variety of
coursework assignments.
Based on the evidence produced and provided by the learners, assessors make
judgements and enter the corresponding marks in the Markbook.
Once learners have received positive marks for all criteria of a given unit, the
assessor request certificates on their behalf.
The request is reviewed by a TLM moderator who may ask for access to the
evidence, and makes a decision to approve the request or deny it.
The approval of any certification request is an equivalent of authorisation for printing
out certificates, and the printing functionality is enabled on the system for the
learners in the approved request. Assessors and School Admins (see 5.1 for
explanation of this role) have access to this functionality through their accounts.
In case the reviewed evidence fails to satisfy the assessment criteria, the aseessor
receives feedback and the request can be re-submitted when new evidence
becomes available. This process remains invisible to the learners, so that first-time
assessors can work out, assisted by the moderator, a consistent approach to the
assessment methodology and criteria without unnecessary pressure.

To help with understanding this process, here are a few key terms which are used througout
this Handbook and are important for the proper understanding and functioning of the system:
● What is an INGOTS Centre?
A Centre is an institution, organisation or a department/unit thereof, which has been
accredited by TLM, and whose assessors have been trained and certified by TLM. Only
accredited centres have access to the assessment and certification platform, and oly centres
with a valid accreditation can request certificates for their learners.
● What is the role of the Account Manager?
There are several Account Managers at TLM, each responsible for a number of Centres.
Account Managers are resposible for the communication with the Centre and with the
assessors of that Centre. Their primary goal is to make sure that quality guidelines and

assessment standards are met, that assessors’ judgements are consistent across the entire
TLM INGOTS system. Account Managers are responsible for checking up the evidence
collected by the assessors to inform and support their assessment. This process is known as
Moderation, and is further explained in 4.2.
3. Using the Markbook and recording assessment
The online Markbook can be accessed by any browser at http://awards.theingots.org using
a valid login name and a password.

3.1 Assessor’s profile and account
Assessors’ profiles on the Markbook are being created by TLM’s Assessor Trainers. Only a
trained assessor can have an account with the TLM certification management system. An
account requires only a minimum set of information related to the assessor, such as name,
e-mail address and telephone number. There is a summary tab under the My Account menu
which displays the unique assessor ID in the TLM system, the ID and the name of the
academy to which the assessor is associated with, name and contact details, a language
selection field.
There is also a column describing the roles which have been assigned to the particular
assessor. All of the newly trained assessors under this particular project will by default have
the highest assessor level rights, i.e. Gold Assesor. As they will, logically, be qualified to
assess at lower levels, they will also see Bronze Assessor and Silver Assessor in their list of
roles. One assessor per accredited centre will have the role of a Principal Assessor, who is
the principal contact point with the particular centre and has overall responsibility for
maintaining the TLM standards accreditation and assessment standards within the centre.
Another possible role is that of a School Admin (see 5.1 for detailed explanation) who is
responsible for registering new students with the platorm and managing groups and
certificate printing. Other roles which are not available to assessors are also used by the
system for managing access rights, but they do not need detailed explanation at this stage.

Assessors can change the language of the Markbook interface at any time, and they can
also edit their personal information in case it has changed. Note that personal data has been
masked in the screenshot below, normally all fields are visible.

The username and password for the assessor’s account should not be shared, as the
assessor is personally responsible for any actions or processes initiated through his or her
account. As a good practice, assessors are being advised to change their passwords on
their first logon to the Markbook.

3.2 Recording assessment
Organisation of assessment criteria into units is an administrative convenience. It does not
mean that units have to be assessed discretely and/or in isolation. A project or lesson can
provide evidence for more than one unit. It is simply a matter of providing convincing
assessment evidence of the learning outcomes using the assessment criteria. Candidates'
capability is confirmed through referencing work to the unit criteria. Exactly how that is done
in terms of organisation of schemes of work or individual lesson plans in relations to units
and their component criteria is flexible. From the awarding point of view, we are interested
only in the outcome. Can the candidate securely demonstrate competence against the
criteria? Adding units can increase breadth of study and we provide several different size
qualification at each level to reflect this. a bigger qualification can be achieved by adding
units to a smaller qualification again maximising the flexibility in the progression routes.
Each time the assessor decides to enter marks for learners, he/she needs to (1) select the
corresponding group for which marks will be entered, (2) select the assessment category
(note that additional categories may appear in this list as the system evolves and new
qualifications are being added), (3) select the level at which the assessment for the learners
is taking place (see 1.3 for explanation of levels and qualifiications frameworks), and (4) the
unit being assessed.

A few important remarks before embarking on entering marks in the Markbook:
● Assessment criteria are provided for each unit. The assessor must make a
judgement about the learner's performance against each of the criteria statements
using evidence directly from the learner's work set in realistic contexts.
● All the assessment criteria start out as "N" meaning no assessment evidence.
● The assessor judgement is recorded as "L", "S" or "H" against the assessment
criteria when there is evidence provided by the learner.
● When the learner has made some progress towards a particular criterion based on
the evidence but there is insufficient evidence of full and secure competence, the
assessor records "L" meaning lower than.

●

●
●
●

When there is sufficient evidence that the learner can securely meet the
requirements of the particular statement, the assessor records "S" meaning "Secure"
in these requirements.
If there is clear evidence that the learner is performing above and beyond the stated
level, the assessor records "H" meaning "Higher".
Marks for individual learners can be changed at any time as long as certification
requests have not been placed for these learners.
When all the criteria in a given unit are at "S" or "H", the learner has successfully
passed the unit, and certification for this unit can be requested from TLM through the
Markbook (see 4.1 for explanation of this process).

The use of L, S, H is a simple means for monitoring progress and informing future planning.
It should be explained to and understood by the learner to enable them to take part in the
assessment for learning process. If they are willing, sharing with peers can also be a
powerful means of motivating learning. The exact methods are not mandatory, the only
mandatory requirement is that there is clear evidence that the learner has met the criteria.
4. Requesting and managing certificates
4.1 Requesting certificates
Certificates may be requested once there is at least one learner in the assessor’s group for
whom positive marks (i.e. S or H) have been entered on all criteria. When marks have been
entered and saved, the Request Certificate button will parse through the list of learners and
send the request to a moderator. Once this has been done, the marks row for the learners
with requested certificates will freeze and will not allow any changes to the marks to be
made. Changes to the marks may be made in the event a certificate is declined for a given
candidate, in which case the moderator will provide feedback to the assessor, and the marks
row will unfreeze to allow editing.

SCREENSHOT
Before requesting a certificate, the assessor should make sure that there is sufficient
evidence supporting his/her judgement, and that this evidence is in a format allowing quick
online access by the assigned moderator.

4.2. Moderation and verification
The assessors should keep a record of assessment judgements made for each candidate
and make notes of any significant issues for any candidate. They must be prepared to enter
into dialog with their Account Manager from TLM, and provide their assessment records to
the Account Manager through the online Markbook. They should be prepared to provide
evidence as a basis for their judgements through reference to candidate e-portfolios and
through signed witness statements associated with the criteria matching marks in the online
mark book.
Before authorising certification, the TLM Account Manager must be satisfied that the
assessors judgements are sound. Once this is done and the certificates have been
authorised, the assessors will see the details of this confirmation in the Award Jobs tab in
the Markbook.
Normally, moderators will start with checking-up 100% of the certification requests for any
newly trained assessor. When the assessor starts building experience and track record of
consistency and integrity as regards the INGOT assessmend model, the sample checked by
the moderator will decrease.
4.3. Printing the certificates
Certificates can be downloaded and printed by assessors and school admins, and they
become available at the moment the TLM Account Manager confirms a positive result from
the moderation process. Assessors have access to certificates for learners and groups
associated with them, while School Admins have full access to all certificates within the
accredited centre. The Print Awards tab has a fully-functional search which parses the
certificates database for the particular centre using user-supplied search strings.

The printing function works by initiating a download of a real-time generated PDF file to the
computer from which the print request has been made. When multiple certificates have been
selected for printing, they still appear in a single PDF file, one certificate per page.

It is mandatory that certificates be printed on special paper provided by TLM. Each certificate
bears a unique alphanumeric code, a matching QR code, and reference to the qualification
level in the QCF (England and Wales) and in the EQF (European Union et al.), if any.
Certificates can be printed at any time and in as many copies as needed. Their validity and
authenticity can be checked online by entering the alphanumeric code at
http://awards.theingots.org, or by scanning the QR code with any internet-enabled device,
such as smartphone or tablet.

4.4. Verifying certificates’ authenticity
The validity and authenticity of any certificate can be checked online by entering the
alphanumeric code at http://awards.theingots.org, or by scanning the QR code on the
certificate with any internet-enabled device, such as smartphone or tablet. Learners should
be made aware of this online tool and advised how to use it, e.g. when applying for a job,
presenting competence portfolios, etc.

5. Managing students and groups in the Markbook
5.1 The School Admin role and profile
The school administrator, or School Admin, is a role attributed to some personal accounts in
the online Markbook platform. A School Admin may or may not be an assessor, and usually
this is decided by the accredited Centre, and the god practice dictates that it is wise to have
only one School Admin per Centre, though this is not a mandatory requirement. Because the
role of the School Admin is very specific, having only one account with such role assigned to
in in a given Centre helps avoid duplicate entries for students and improves the groups and
assessors management process.
The School Admin has access to features of the platform which assessors do not see in their
accounts, e.g. creating groups, associating groups with registered assessors, register
students and allocate them into groups, access to all approved certificates within the Centre.
5.2 Creating groups and associating groups with assessors
The School Admin can use the Groups tab to get a list of all existing groups within the
centre, the name of the assessor for each group, and quick links to managing the groups Edit, Print Awards, Delete.

As a first step to adding learners, the School Admin should create groups and assign these
groups to individual assessors. Learners only become visible - though they may be
registered in the platformed and have an assigned ID numbers - when they are linked to a
group, and this group is linked to the respective assessor ID. Groups and the learners in
these groups are visible to School Admins and to the assessor they belong to at the
moment. It should be noted that groups can be moved from one assessor to another, along
with all the learners therein.

5.3 Registering learners
Registering learners with the platform is an intuitive and straightforward process. It can be
done by School Admins and learner data can be entered either manually, in a form provided
by the Add Learners tab, or bulk imported to the database by uploading a CSV file. The
required fields are Forename, Surname, Gender and Date of birth. The ULN field is not

mandatory and should be left blank for centres outside the UK. If a student has more names,
e.g. Jose Maria Dias Ribeiro, then the full names should be registered, and be arbitrarily
allocated across the two available fields (a name field can store more than one name - the
full string for any of the two fields may contain blanks and dashes).

In case the CSV option is preferred, there is a sample table illustrating the structure which
the CSV file must have in order to be properly read by the database. A CSV (commaseparetd values) file is a common file format used by all major spreadsheet software
packages (go through the Save As dialog to access the various file formats). Note that ULN
and UPN columns are specific to the UK only and should be left empty for centres outside
the UK. In case the CSV file does not have a matching structure, the system will return an
error message indicating the nature of the mismatch.

5.4 Assigning learners to groups
When learners have been added to the platform and have been assigned a unique ID
number, they remain idle and visible only to the School Admins. In order to allow the
assessors to enter marks in the Markbook, learners must be allocated to groups.

5.5 Editing groups and learners

The Group Edit functions are enabled by selecting the corresponding Edit link next to the
group in the Groups tab (see 5.2 for a screenshot). A new Edit tab appears.

Removal of users from the group (learners are put back in the pool of unallocated learners),
copying, moving and adding learners can be done by selecting at least one learner from the
list and the desired action. If the action is about copying or moving learners, then an extra
drop-down field is displayed to select the destination group.

The text link ‘Edit learners in this group’ in the Edit Group tab allows full access to all
learners’ fields and can be used to correct typos or other mistakes in the information
supplied during the learners’ registration.

Should you have any questions or experience difficulties when using the system, please
refer to the Principal Assessor in your organisation, or to your TLM Account Manager.
Please note that the system is constantly evolving with new features being tested and
added.
Further, the TLM assessment and certification system is a community-driven system, and
suggestions for improvement and new features are always welcomed and appreciated.

